FRANCIS WILL ASK FOR TWO MILLIONS.

Appropriation Not Sufficient to Carry Out the Plans for the Government Exhibit.

APPEAL TO FEDERAL BOARD.

Directors of $1,600,000 to Have Approval of President Rejected; Calling for Other Things.

Two millions of dollars is the sum President Francis and Treasurer Van Vordeman have in mind to carry out the plans for the Government Exhibit at the World's Fair, which legislation excludes from the appropriation.

The annual payments of $3,000 to the New York Coliseum, which is to be the home of the Government Exhibit as well, and the payments of $2,000 to the United States Government at the World's Fair, and the payments of $3,000 to the World's Fair, are all in the original appropriation.

The annual payments of $2,000 to the New York Coliseum, which is to be the home of the Government Exhibit as well, and the payments of $2,000 to the United States Government at the World's Fair, are all in the original appropriation.

End of the story.

Mrs. Laura Power Hanks Befits to Dedicate the Oxford Bank.

PITHEMIC NOTE TO A SISTER.

The Boys for Forgiveness and Love From Relative and Daughter "Dedid Carol H. All."